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CODE GREEN
Introduction

DISCOVERY
Phase

New York City is in danger littering is at an all-time high. Research
shows the City’s sanitation budget was cut by over $100 million
during the pandemic. We can’t solely rely on DSNY to solve the
issue; New Yorkers must come together and save themselves.
CODE GREEN is an app designed to get citizens engaged in reducing
litter and making more Eco-friendly decisions around the City.
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CODE GREEN
Goal

DISCOVERY
Phase
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DISCOVERY

DEFINITION

DESIGN

Understanding the cause of littering
and behaviors associated with it can
provide good insight into the problem.

Identifying the users goals and
frustrations will give us a better
understanding of what is needed.

Based on all findings develop
a solution that answers the
users challenges.

CODE GREEN
Interview Method + Questions

DEFINITION
Phase

For my user interviews, I created a series
of questions to ask a range of people. New
York City is a diverse place, I wanted to be
sure I wasn’t focusing on one neighborhood.
I interviewed 5 people who range between
the ages of 21 - 30, male and female. Each
have lived in their area for 5 - 20 years.
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CODE GREEN
Affinity Map

DEFINITION
Phase
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PEOPLE ARE THE CAUSE

People are so careless
when it comes to
discarding waste.

People’s lack of
concern, education
and resources are
currently negatively
impacting the City.

ENVIRONMENT-CITIZEN RELATIONSHIP

People carelessly litter while commuting.

Used plastic items
are being dispensed
randomly in the
streets and sidewalks
of Manhattan.

People shouldn’t keep
adding to a trash
can or pile on the
sidewalk that is over
flowing.

During the morning
and evening rushhours, people are
more careless when
they are in a hurry
to get to work or get
home.

In front of major
establishments are
highly trafficked areas
and people are more
likely to littler

People discard of paper,
cans/bottles, food
containers/wrappers,
and dog poop on the
sidewalks.

LACK OF NEW YORK CITY SANITATION RESOURCES
I believe there is a
lack of sanitation in
NYC, especially after
the pandemic

I believe its a little bit
of both, the people
in the city & the NYC
sanitation department
are responsible.

I think it’s more sanitation that can’t keep
up with the garbage
more than an increase
of people littering and
also there seems to
be less trash cans in
general.

NYC Sanitation needs
to take the first steps
to clean up the litter.
I strongly believe if
the area was kept
clean more people
would care about
maintaining it.

I try not to litter at all
but I’m guilty of blowing the straw wrapper
off the straw when I
drink beverages.

I was holding on to a
piece of gum waiting
to find a trash can
and I accidentally
dropped it.

I tossed a piece of
gum on the sidewalk.
There wasn’t trash
near me and I was
in a rush to get rid
of the piece of gum
I was chewing for a
long time.

Sanitation not being
able to keep up and
people piling trash on
top of it.

A city with this large
of a population is
always going to accumulate large amounts
of trash. It’s important
that the city is set up
for success to keep up
with the demands.

NYC sanitation isn’t
prevalent. the city
needs to have sanitation frequent these
areas more.

I do think our choices
are impacting our city
- if we held onto our
trash, didn’t pile up
our trash, didn’t liter
at all, we wouldn’t
have these issues.

Everyone needs to
take part for it to
work effectively.

Not really, unity is
strength and it would
take more than just
me to create a positive change.

I littered maybe a
piece of gum years
ago because the gum
was probably due to
feeling sick and not
finding a trash can.

It was an accident, I
could’ve picked it up
but it was no longer
convenient to do so.

I felt terrible because
I fed into the cause.

With all of the info
out there on climate
change and taking
care of our environment, I don’t look at
littering as an option.

I feel bothered by
it but not sure how
to fix.

People often dump construction or furniture
garbage in abandoned
areas. Also, along the
highways you’ll notice
trash.

People are more likely
to littler when they
have no attachment
to the space/area.

People don’t usually
care about certain
issues until it’s
negatively impacting
them.

The City because
they can provide more
resources or create
cleanup programs
across NYC.

When buildings put
their trash out often
homeless people
rustle through it or
rodents rip the bags
open causing litter.

I think the most litter
is generated in front
of major establishments.

If together we made
positive changes the
environment would
benefit greatly.

It is the responsibility
of store to upkeep the
surrounding areas of
their business.

The most litter comes
from apartment and
commercial buildings
putting out their trash
way ahead of pickup.

(The most litter is)
Specifically on the
sidewalks in midtown
Manhattan

When building put
out the trash animals
rummage through it
leaving a mess.

I hold on to it until I
see a trash can depending on what it is.

Trash cans are limited
and the ones that are
available are usually
filled with trash also
people dump household garbage here
so trash cans are
even more full than
normal.

The most litter comes
from trash cans over
flowing, etc.

I have to recycle at
home but if I’m out I’ll
just throw everything
in trash because recycling options aren’t
always available.

Also there aren’t
enough trash cans
and the ones available
are usually overflowed
with trash.

Not all trash cans
in NYC are created
equal, some require
you to touch it in
order to dispose of
your trash and that’s
very inconvenient.

Not all trash cans
in NYC are created
equal, some require
you to touch it in
order to dispose of
your trash and that’s
very inconvenient.

If a trash can was
always available I
wouldn’t litter

The community should
also come together
and create their own
change.

I do believe that the
city is being impacted
by our choices.

After sanitation picks
it up I’m not certain
where it needs up or
how it’s separated.

I am unaware of what
happens once my
trash is disposed.

At home I throw
my trash out in the
waste room where my
building then disposes
it. I am not sure on
their process which
could be part of the
problem.

To be honest with
I’m not sure what
happens to my trash
after i dispose of it,
actually haven’t given
it much thought.

NOT ALL BOROUGHS EQUALLY RECEIVE CITY RESOURCES
This issue needs more
awareness. Littering
seems to get overshadowed by other
political issues. Politicians need to help
create a change and
educate people.

When people take
pride in their environment it shows.

Typically I don’t litter
and that’s because I
prefer if the place I
live in is clean and not
polluted.

I HAVE GIVEN THIS THOUGHT BEFORE

I DO NOT KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO MY TRASH

PEOPLE ARE WIDELY AWARE LITTERING IS WRONG
It feels wrong to
blatantly litter. It’s not
sanitary and you never know where that
trash might travel to, I
don’t want to be apart
of the larger issue.

The community is the
cause because they
have a choice not
to be apart of the
problem

It’d be cool if they
educated people on
where their trash goes
and how we can make
a difference. Maybe
then I’d NEVER blow
my straw wrapper off.

I think a trash incentive could be part of
the solution - reward
system?

As bad as it sounds
if people were
compensated they’d
pay more attention

TRASH CANS ARE RARELY AVAILABLE

TOGETHER POSITIVE CHANGE CAN BE MADE
One thing/person
can make a difference
however in order to
achieve true change
we must preform
unified actions.

People are absolutely
the cause. Napkins,
food wrappers, condoms, bottles and dog
poop usually line the
sidewalks.

LARGE ESTABLISHMENTS ARE THE CAUSE

I TRY NOT TO BUT SOMETIMES LITTER OUT OF CONVENIENCE
I was on a train from
Queens to BK and
dropped my wrapper
under my seat. It was
more convenient than
holding the wrapper
for 20+ stops. I knew
it was wrong but still
did it.

People use trash cans
as an opportunity
to dump household
trash. Causing it to
be full.

I knew it was wrong.

The poorest neighborhoods in NYC
have the most litter
(Brownsville, East NY,
The Bronx, East Side
of Harlem).

People are also likely
to litter because it’s
already littered.

Low income or minority neighborhoods
have the most litter.

The city does not provide enough resources
in these areas.

People are also more
likely to litter in
undesirable areas
because it’s already
littered...What’s one
more piece of trash?

There aren’t trash
cans in a standard
place on every street,
so sometimes it’s hard
to find them

I LITTER LESS WHILE COMMUTING RECENTLY
I’ll toss all my trash
into the building incinerator and then the
building staff will put
it out, sanitation picks
it up and I assume it
ends up in a landfill.

Not really. What can
be recycle is cleaned
off and used to make
new products and
the other trash get
dumped somewhere...
maybe a landfill or
ocean?

I find that since I’m
in my car I’m more
likely to hold onto all
my trash (non food)
and dispose of it later
while cleaning out
the car.

I prefer to walk
without anything in
my hands besides
my phone. I like to
have my hands free.
I’ll only stop to grab
something if it’s close
to my destination.

I AM WILLING TO MAKE A CHANGE

I hold onto my trash
until I find a trash or
recycle bin.

Hold on to it until
I get close to a
trash can.

I just think it’s easy
to not dispose your
trash until you find
the appropriate place
to do so.

I’ll grab coffee or
water which usually
results in an empty
coffee cup or bottle.
I typically hold on to
the trash until I see a
trash can or get to my
destination.

Before COVID I’d grab
coffee or breakfast
which would result in
trash but I find that
since I always have
my mask on I’m less
likely to consume anything before reaching
my destination.

CODE GREEN
Key Quotes

DEFINITION
Phase

“Trash cans are limited and the ones that are available are usually
filled with trash.”
“People shouldn’t keep adding to a trash can or pile on the sidewalk that
is over flowing.”
“If a trash can was always available I wouldn’t litter.”
“I hold on to my trash until I find a bin depending on what it is.”
“People are more likely to littler when they have no attachment to the
space/area.”
“One thing/person can make a difference however in order to achieve
true change we must preform unified actions.”
“The most litter comes from apartment and commercial buildings
putting out their trash way ahead of pickup.”
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CODE GREEN
Insights

DEFINITION
Phase

INSIGHTS
• People, large establishments and New York City Sanitation are all at fault
• Most are aware littering is wrong but do it out of convenience
• There is an issue with trash cans being available
• Not all neighborhoods equally receive City resources
• People need to foster relationships with the environment to truly care
• Most are willing to take part in making a change as long as it’s convenient
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CODE GREEN
Problem

DEFINITION
Phase

New York City needs a way to help provide
resources on various components of waste
disposal. By connecting large establishments,
sanitation and citizens better choices can be
made together to stop littering.
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CODE GREEN
User Persona

DEFINITION
Phase

A
UTUMN BROWN
The Forward Thinking Creator
“We Should Be the Change We Want to See”
DEMOGRAPHICS
AGE

25 - 30

LOCATION

Brooklyn, New York

OCCUPATION

Product Designer

STATUS

Single, no children

INTRODUCTION

Autumn is an enthusiastic product designer for the leading creative agency in New York City. She has a
passion for design and an interest in bettering the world through her creations. In her free time,
Autumn is out with her girls exploring all the city has to offer. As she travels the different destinations
in New York, she notices one common issue. The excessive amounts of litter.

FRUSTRATIONS

• The City lacks sanitation resources
• Trash cans are often inaccessible/filled
• Large piles of trash causing rodents and litter
• Not all communities getting equal resources
• Not enough people are helping

NEEDS + GOALS

• Accesibility
• Connection to trash resources
• A system that makes not littering convenient
• A component to engage and educate users
• Easy enough for anyone to take part in
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Autumn Brown
Just a Free Spirit on a Journey
Made in NYC

CODE GREEN
Reassessment

DEFINITION
Phase

Before conducting the user interviews, I intended to create a website
and app. Based on the main pain points found, majority of users
primarily need this product while commuting. Therefore a web platform
is not immediately necessary.

REASSESSMENT

Users placed a high value on being able to locate available trash cans,
rethink sanitation collection, and engage New Yorkers.

How might we use technology to entice citizens to participate in
reducing litter in New York City?
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CODE GREEN
MVP

DEFINITION
Phase
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MUST HAVE

SHOULD HAVE

Trash Can Locator
Trash Can Status Indicator
Scheduling Assistant
Rewards Program

User Profile
City Resources
Notifications
About US

F E AT U R E
P R I O R I T I Z AT I O N
Current News
Infographics
Live Blogs
Chat rooms

WON’T HAVE YET

Business Portal
FAQs
Educational Aspect
Animated Graphics

COULD HAVE

CODE GREEN
Trash Can Locator User Flow

DEFINITION
Phase

New

Enter
address or
select preset

Sign up

Verify
account

Locate a
trash can

Does the
user have an
account?

Homepage

Select task

S TA R T
Opening
screen

Login
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Enter
address

Select a
suggestion

Select Preset

Find sweet
spot

Preset

Share

Share, save
or visit

Save

Popup with
links

Visit

Visit a
trash can

Popup with
saved
notifications

Follow
directions

Arrive at
trash cans

END

CODE GREEN
Trash Can Locator Wire Frames

Logo

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

DESIGN
Phase

Logo

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Logo

Lorem

Lorem

SEARCH
Giatium aut pore, sedio quam hitat et
alis cus mi, nos cusam aut id que lit

Lorem

Lorem
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Logo

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Logo

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Giatium

aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis

Logo

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

Lorem

GPS

Aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis

BUTTON

Aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis
Aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis
GIATIUM AUT PORE
Aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis
Aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis
Giatium aut
pore, sedio

Giatium aut
pore, sedio

GIATIUM AUT PORE

Aut pore, sedio quam hitat et alis

Giatium aut
pore, sedio
Giatium aut pore, sedio quam hitat et
alis cus mi, nos cusam aut id que lit
BUTTON

KEY BOARD

Giatium aut pore, sedio quam hitat et
alis cus mi, nos cusam aut id que lit
BUTTON

1. Giatium aut pore, sedio quam
2. Alis cus mi, nos cusam aut id que lit
3. Nos cusam aut id que lit
4. Cus mi, nos cusam aut id que lit

CODE GREEN
Low Fidelity Prototype

DESIGN
Phase

Give It
A Shot
CLICK PROTOTYPE TO TEST
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CODE GREEN
Usability Testing / Findings

DESIGN
Phase

Usability Testing
I tested my prototype on users that fit the target
audience. I gave them a brief introduction to the
app and the task of locating a trash bin.
Usability Findings
My test showed users were able to successfully
navigate through the process but they wanted:
• Share + save feature once finding the location
• Back and close buttons
• Key for the different trash can colors
• Prototype of the scheduling and rewards features
since they are must haves
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CODE GREEN
Branding

DESIGN
Phase

BRAND RESEARCH

Often when people think about New York City their first mentions are directly linked to one area. The bright lights, skyline, and
bustling crowds can all be attributed to Manhattan. NYC-based
apps like nycgo.com and others are branded with that same focus.
Code Green celebrates the City’s diversity by tapping into the cultures/
communities that often get overlooked.

PERSONALITY

Bold Determined Direct Relatable
TONE

Youthful Diverse Thoughtful
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CODE GREEN
Brand Identity

LOGO

DESIGN
Phase

Welcome

C O L O R PA L E T T E

# 1C1B27

# 126B36
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HEADING 1

# 42B658

# DEEFF4

HEADING 2

ICONOGRAPHY

You’re One Step Closer
to Making a Change
BODY TEXT

Together we can do anything!

CODE GREEN
High Fidelity Prototype

DESIGN
Phase

Try Again
CLICK PROTOTYPE TO TEST
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CODE GREEN
Future Developments

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

1

Build out the challenge/rewards user flows and pages

2

Reiterate and test until everything is addressed

3

Explain how the trash cans are able to monitor waste
volumes and report findings to the app

LONG TERM IMPROVEMENTS

1

Make the profile features more robust

2

Create a separate portal solely for businesses

3

Build a website version of the app
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THANK YOU

CHANTELLE CAMPBELL
UX+UI DESIGN

